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Hard-wearing, energy-efficient  
and beautifully designed

The New Composition Range

The perfect door solution for any home
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Sash UK Ltd -  
Turning the tide  
in door design
Sash UK Ltd is one of the UK’s leading composite 
door manufacturers, offering a wide range of high 
performance composite doors. Our reputation for 
quality and service has been built over almost half a 
century.

Our British-built door range is constantly evolving, 
ensuring that it remains the most secure and energy-
efficient offering on the market.

Sash UK Ltd is renowned for its eco BS14001 
credentials, outstanding customer service and 
industry-leading products.

Here at Sash UK Ltd, we know that a door shouldn’t 
just look beautiful; that’s why the composition range 
has been created for outstanding performance, 
keeping heat in and intruders out.

The composition single rebate composite door has 
been designed with meticulous attention to detail and 
finished to the highest possible standard. Each one 
offers strength, security and style, in equal measure.

2    composition range Glass pictured: Simplicity
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Straight Handle

Bow Handle

D Handle

Contemporary door handles
A range of handles that will perfectly compliment your 
Monaco door.

Our range includes a D Handle, Bow Handle and 
Straight Handle, which is available in 3 lengths 
600mm, 1200mm and 1600mm. 

They are extremely resistant to corrosion and 
weather damage. Along with good looks, the locking 
mechanisms have also been designed to include 
technically-advanced security features, ensuring all 
your visitors are by invitation only.

Contemporary Composite Doors
The Monaco Door Range

Our flush door serves as a perfect blank canvas for designing contemporary styled doors 
and we’ve assembled a collection of styles to showcase.

This is your chance to be individual and stand out from the crowd, by choosing from our 
contemporary range. 

It’s brilliant to have white and you’ll be the envy of your neighbours with green. You can be 
happy with the blues, brave by being yellow and, for once, you’ll profit from being in the red.

We’re giving everyone a golden opportunity to show their true colours and give their home 
real character, by choosing from hundreds of finishes, including an array of wood-grain foils, 
with over 150 colour options. So even if it’s grey outside, new doors will reinvigorate any home 
and make it stand out from the street.

Chartwell Pastel Blue Ultra Marine Granite

Pick a colour for your door…any colour!
Any of our doors and windows 
can be matched to pretty much 
any colour.

Choose any of the hundreds 
of RAL colours or bring in a 
sample for us to create your 
custom coloured windows.

White Whitegrain Mahogany Cherrywood Oak Brown-black Chartwell Green Cream Grey

Frame Colours

Outside Door Colours

Blue DarkwoodWhite OakPoppy Red
(high gloss)

GreenCream

Red ChartwellBlack Black BrownGrey Duck Egg Blue

Florence  Page 19 Monaco  Page 21

Side Lights  Page 29
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•   There is a huge range of colours and 
styles to choose from, within the 
composition range.

•  The low threshold option means 
these doors minimise a potential trip 
hazard and provide easy disabled 
access.

•  White, Rosewood or Golden Oak 
frames are available as standard.

•  There is an exclusive range of 
decorative glass designs to choose 
from.

•  No visible screws are seen.

•  Optional colour matched  
frames available.

Come home to a 
stylish welcome
With such a wide range of colours, styles, 
glazing and finishing options, you’ll 
probably never see another composition 
door like yours.

Whether you prefer time-honoured and 
traditional, or contemporary and cutting-
edge, you can choose a door style to suit 
you and your home.

The choice of colour, glass, furniture 
and finish, means there are thousands 
of possible combinations. You can even 
complement your door with matching side 
panels, sidelights and toplights.

The composition door range has been 
designed with symmetry and style in mind. 

Each one is finished with attention to detail 
and built in Britain, using the strongest, 
low-maintenance materials. Thanks to 
their extra sharp woodgrain definition, 
they are virtually indistinguishable from a 
traditional timber door, but have a range 
of modern advantages.

The tough GRP skin means your door will 
withstand any knocks and scratches, and it 
has been developed to withstand extreme 
UV testing, so it will resist fading in strong 
sunlight.

A well-made door,  will improve not only 
the appearance, but also the value of your 
home.

4    composition range

Glass pictured: Symphony
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Why choose a  
Composite Door?

What makes a                 door better?

Composite doors offer the look and 
feel of a traditional timber door, with a 
huge range of additional benefits.

These modern, low-maintenance 
alternatives  to wooden or PVC doors, 
will never rot, swell, crack, warp or need 
repainting. They also offer dramatically 
improved energy-efficiency, so you 
should notice a significant reduction in 
your heating bills.

More and more people are turning to 
composite doors, to make their homes 
safer and more secure.  All composition 
doors provide a formidable barrier 

against would-be intruders, while 
offering a stylish welcome  
to guests.

Thanks to their steel reinforced 
frame and multipoint locking 
systems, each of our doors, if fitted 
with a high security lock cylinder, has 
been approved by the police initiative 
‘Secured by Design’*. 

Our British-built composite doors are 
available in a huge range of colours, 
styles and  woodgrain effects, with a 
wide variety of glazing options.

*Except Stable Door

•  Comes ready to fit, fully framed with 
glazing and hardware.

•  Fully sculptured, triple seal door frame 
styling, to match the popular fully 
sculptured window frame designs.

•  Available in a choice of colours and 
woodgrains.

•  Selected doors are available with 
woodgrain on both sides.

•  Woodgrain doors come with a matching 
frame if desired.

•  Wide range of glass designs to choose 
from.

•  The entire range is approved by the Police 
initiative, ‘Secured By Design’, if a high 
security cylinder is used.

•  Ten year performance guarantee on all 
doors and glazing.

•  High-spec weatherproofing and energy-
efficiency with three weatherseals.

•  Low threshold available for easy access.
•  Many styles available with matching  

side panels.

Every composition door is fitted with an 
extremely secure multipoint locking system 
offering you the  highest level of security.

From start to finish, composition doors are 
designed and manufactured in the UK, to meet or 
exceed the latest British standard and ‘Secured 
by Design’, the official Police security initiative. 
‘Secured by Design’ is only awarded to products 
which offer exceptional security features. The 
flagship scheme recognises products which 
incorporate effective crime prevention solutions 
at the design stage; the accreditation is only 
awarded to products which pass stringent 
testing.

Thanks to clever, patented technology, the High Security  
lock cylinder is impenetrable to snapping, offering you  

the highest level of door lock security, and the provision  
of a formidable barrier against any would-be burglars.

Unlike any other snap resistant door cylinders, which try to stop 
burglars snapping the cylinder to get at the inner workings 

of the lock with tools like claw hammers, the High Security 
cylinder keeps the central cam solidly in place once the 

cylinder is snapped, ensuring intruders won’t have access 
to your home, or your possessions.  

•  Keeping you and your home safe 
•  ‘Secured by Design’ accredited 

•  British Kitemarked 
•  Patented, Snap Secure technology 

•  Pick, drill and bump resistant

Keeping you safe and secure

The range makes use of 
the most reliable, trusted 
technology and hardware in 
the industry.  Each door has 
been designed to provide a 
formidable barrier against 
even the most determined 
intruder, so you know that 
all your visitors will be by 
invitation only!

Safe and sound

High Security lock cylinder

composition range
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1.21.21.2

Seville
composition range

2
Seville
Glass: Fleur (Red/Green) Glass: Classic Glass: Diamond (Red)

2.2

Seville
2.3

Seville

6    composition range
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2 2.2 2.3Seville
glass patterns

Fleur**  
(Red/Green)

Thorncliffe* 
(Clear)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Green)

(Red)

Murano** 
(Black)

Mediterranean** 

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

Diamond** 
(Red)

Designer Etch** Classic**

Flair* French**

Elegance*Diamond Cut*

Prairie*

Royale* Simplicity* Clear / Obscure**

Caledonian Rose**

Glass pictured: 
Designer Etch

(Blue)

(Green)

(Red)

composition range    7
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Brass Clarity* 
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1 3 5 7
Toledo Toledo Toledo Toledo

1.11.0 1.61.2 1.0 1.6

Toledo
composition range

Glass: Fleur (Red/Green) Glass: Diamond (Red) Glass: Sunburst with Obscure / Clear Backing Glass: Sunburst with Obscure / Clear Backing

8    composition range
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1 3 5 7

French**

Classic** 

Fleur** 
(Red/Green)

Designer Etch** 
(Clear)

Flair* 
(Clear)

Elegance*

Simplicity*

Diamond Cut*Brass Clarity* 

Royale*Prairie* Clear / Obscure**

Caledonian Rose**

Mediterranean** 

Toledo
glass patterns

Glass pictured: 
Brass Clarity

Diamond** 
(Red)

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

Murano** 
(Black)

(Blue)

(Green)

(Red)

Thorncliffe* 
(Blue)

(Clear)

(Grey)

(Green)

(Red)

composition range    9
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2 4

Vienna
composition range

Vienna Vienna
1.1 1.2

Glass: Murano Glass: Designer Etch

Glass pictured: Fleur

10    composition range

^Doors are not woodgrain either side
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Vienna

Elegance*

4

Royale*

Fleur** 
(Red/Green)

Mediterranean**

Designer Etch** Diamond Cut*Classic**

Prairie*

French**

Simplicity* Clear / Obscure**

Brass Clarity* 

Flair*

Caledonian 
Rose**

glass patterns

Diamond** 
(Red)

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

Murano** 
(Black)

(Blue)

(Green)

(Red)

Thorncliffe*
(Blue)

(Clear)

(Grey)

(Green)

(Red)

Glass pictured: 
Mediterranean
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1Cadiz
composition range

1.2 1.2Cadiz Cadiz

Thorncliffe* 
(Blue)

Fleur** 
(Green/Red)

Diamond** 
(Red)

Diamond Cut* Elegance*

Brass Clarity*

Simplicity*

Royale* Clear / Obscure**

Caledonian Rose** Designer Etch** 
(Green)

Murano** 
(Black)

Classic**

French**

Glass: Diamond/Red Glass: Designer Etch/Green

Mediterranean**

(Red)

(Purple)

(Grey)

(Blue)

glass patterns

Prairie*

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

(Clear)

(Grey)

(Green)

(Red)

12    composition range
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Sofia
composition range

1.2Sofia

Brass Clarity*

Prairie*

Clear / Obscure**

1

Glass: Simplicity

Royale*

Simplicity**

Elegance*Diamond Cut* French**

Caledonian Rose**

Thorncliffe*
(Blue)

Designer Etch** 
(Blue) (Red)

(Purple)

(Grey)

(Green)

glass patterns

Glass pictured: 
Elegance

Fleur** 
(Clear/Brass)

Mediterranean**

(Clear)

(Grey)

(Green)

(Red)

Murano** 
(Black)

(Blue)

(Green)

(Red)

Diamond**

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

composition range    13
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Madrid
composition range

2

1.2Madrid

Elegance*

Royale*

Brass Clarity* 

Prairie*

Simplicity*

Diamond Cut*

Clear / Obscure** 

Classic**

French**Flair* 

Murano** 
(Black)

Fleur** 
(Red/Green)

Designer Etch** 

Diamond** 
(Red)

Glass: Mediterranean

Thorncliffe* 
(Blue)

Mediterranean** 

Caledonian Rose**

glass patterns

(Green)(Blue)

(Grey)(Clear)

(Blue) (Green)

(Red)

(Clear) (Grey)

(Green) (Red)

Glass pictured: Royale

14   composition range

^Madrid range not available in woodgrain 

*Triple glazed glass comes with obscure backing glass.  
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5Madrid
composition range

1.2Madrid
Glass: Prairie

Brass Clarity* 

Prairie*

Clear / Obscure**

Royale*

Simplicity*

Elegance*Diamond Cut* French** 

Caledonian Rose**

Thorncliffe*
(Blue)

Designer Etch** 
(Blue) (Red)

(Purple)

(Grey)

(Green)

Fleur** 
(Clear/Brass)

(Clear)

(Grey)

(Green)

(Red)

Murano** 
(Black)

(Blue)

(Green)

(Red)

Diamond**

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

glass patterns

Glass pictured: 
Prairie

composition range    15
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1-2

Madrid 1.01.0

Prairie* Simplicity*

Brass 
Clarity*

Elegance*

Diamond 
Cut*

Brass 
Clarity* 

Simplicity* Symphony**Royale*

Prairie*

Fleur**

 Symphony** Clear /  
Obscure**

Caledonian 
Rose**

Diamond**

Clear / Obscure**

Glass: Royale
Madrid
Glass: Diamond/Red

Fleur**
( Red/Green )

Designer 
Etch**

Murano**
(Black)

Thorncliffe*
(Blue)

French**

Mediteranean**

Caledonian 
Rose**

Elegance*

Royale*

Diamond**
(Red)

Madrid
composition range

glass patternsglass patterns

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

Murano**

(Blue)

(Green)

(Red)

Classic**

16    composition range

1

(Red)

( Red/Green ) (Black)
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1-3

Madrid 1.0
Glass: Diamond Cut

Madrid
composition range glass patterns

Murano**

Clear /  
Obscure**

1.06
Madrid
Glass: Murano

glass patterns

Simplicity*

Fleur**  
(Red/Green)

Thorncliffe* 
(Clear)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Green)

(Red)

Mediterranean** 

(Green)

(Blue)

(Grey)

(Clear)

Diamond** 
(Red)

Designer
Etch** 

Classic** 

Flair* French**Elegance*

Diamond
Cut*

Prairie*

Brass 
Clarity* 

Royale* Simplicity* Clear / 
Obscure**

Caledonian
Rose**

Murano** 
(Black)

(Blue)

(Green)

(Red)

composition range    17

Symphony**
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Turin
composition range

Turin Turin
Glass: Clear/Obscure Glass: Clear/Obscure

Glass pictured: Clear/Obscure

18    composition range
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Florence
composition range

Florence Florence
Glass: Clear/Obscure Glass: Clear/Obscure

Glass pictured: 
Clear/Obscure
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Casablanca
Casablanca Casablanca
Glass: Simplicity Glass: Murano

Glass pictured: Murano

Murano

Clear /  
Obscure

Simplicity

Contemporary composition range
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Monaco
Contemporary composition range

Our flush door serves as a perfect blank 
canvas for designing contemporary styled 
doors and we’ve assembled a collection of 
styles to showcase.

This is your chance to be individual and 
stand out from the crowd, by choosing from 
our contemporary range. 

1.1

Monaco - 2C 
Glass: Prairie

Monaco - 2L 
Glass: Prairie

2R

Glass: Prairie

Glass pictured: 
Diamond/Red

composition range   21
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Monaco
Contemporary composition range

Monaco 1L
1.0Monaco 1C

Glass: Symphony**

1.0 1.0Monaco 1R

Glass: Symphony** Glass: Murano

22    composition range
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Monaco 6R

Monaco
Contemporary composition range

1.2Monaco 6C

Glass: Clarity

1.2 1.2Monaco 6L

Glass: Elegance Glass: Simplicity

composition range    23
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1.1Monaco

Monaco - 5R 
Glass: Symphony**

Monaco - 5L 
Glass: Symphony**

5C

Glass: Obscure

Monaco 3L

1.1 1.1Monaco 3R

Glass: Simplicity Glass: Murano/Black

Monaco
Contemporary composition range

24    composition range
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Monaco 8

Monaco
Contemporary composition range

1.0Monaco 7r

Glass: Designer Etch

1.0 1.4Monaco 7l

Glass: Diamond/Grey Glass: Prairie

composition range    25
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0.90.90.90.9

Solid Doors
composition range
We often think of the glazing options for a door and forget 
about the beauty and practicality of the solid door.  
Solid doors offer complete privacy, giving an elegance 
which is most smart and appealing.

The top of sidelights can always provide additional  
daylight when required.

Monaco Madrid Seville Vienna

0

26    composition range
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One Light
composition range

1.2 1.2

1

One Light One Light
Glass: Clear/Obscure Glass: Clear/Obscure

composition range    27Glass pictured: Clear/Obscure
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Stable 0

Stable 2

Stable 1

Stable 3

Door Spec
STABLE DOOR SPECIFICATION
Lock Type: Winkhaus 45mm Backset
Edge Finish: Edgeband (3 Sides)
Handle Type: Trojan  (White, Gold, Chrome)
Hinge Type: Laird Challenger

Often the solution to a back door from a kitchen or dining room to be 
able to view the garden, the stable door is also used as a front door too.

Choosing a composite stable door for your home, 
offers both a stylish and secure solution for letting more 
light and air into any room by opening the top section, 
whilst at the same time keeping children and pets safely 
indoors, by having the bottom section closed. 

The hardware that is used, has been tested thoroughly 
for suitability of purpose and have been specifically 
designed for use on our composite stable doors.

A variety of colours are available, as are glazing options. 
The composite stable door is something unique, a  
bit special and well worth considering.

Stable Door
composition range

door styles

The 44mm Composite Stable Door

28    composition range
See associated composite doors for glass designs.
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Side Lights
composition range

For customers who wish to have a single or pair of 
sidelights that truely match their GRP composite 
door, we offer a composite side panel solution,  
with all the benefits of the composite door, from 

colour, style, security, sound and heat insulation.  
The glass ranges featured in this brochure are 
suitable for matching composite sidelights.  
Contact us for availability on each door.

Glass pictured: Thorncliffe/Red

composition range    29

Side panel size limitations apply.
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Handles

Letterplates

Polished Stainless 
Chrome

Brushed Stainless BlackPolished Stainless Gold White

Door knockers

BlackBrushed StainlessPolished Stainless Chrome
All door knockers  
are available with  
a built in spy hole

WhitePolished Stainless Gold

Polished Stainless Chrome Brushed StainlessPolished Stainless Gold BlackWhite

Now your door can be as individual as you are, with a  
wide choice of hardware styles and finishes available.

You can rest assured that whichever you choose, it 
will be covered by our 10 year guarantee.

Our hardware has undergone rigorous performance  
testing, to ensure it can stand up to the test of  

continuous everyday use, but it has also been designed  
to offer timeless elegance  and style.

The entire range is extremely resistant to corrosion and 
weather damage. Along with good looks, handles have  
also been designed to include technically-advanced 
security features, ensuring all your visitors are by  
invitation only.

Knock, Knock...
Handles, door knockers and letterplates

30    composition range
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Straight Handle

Bow Handle D Handle

Contemporary 
Door Handles
Introducing a  range of handles that will 
perfectly compliment your Monaco door.
Our range includes a D Handle, Bow 
Handle and Straight Handle, which is 
available in 3 lengths 600mm, 1200mm 
and 1600mm. 
They are extremely resistant to corrosion 
and weather damage. Along with good 
looks, the locking mechanisms have also 
been designed to include technically-
advanced security features, ensuring all 
your visitors are by invitation only.

Outer frame colours

It’s brilliant to have white and you’ll be 
the envy of your neighbours with green. 
You can be happy with the blues, brave 
by being yellow and, for once, you’ll 
profit from being in the red.

We’re giving everyone a golden 
opportunity to show their true colours 

and give their home real character, by 
choosing from hundreds of finishes, 
including an array of wood-grain foils, 
with over 150 colour options. So even 
if it’s grey outside, new doors will 
reinvigorate any home and make it 
stand out from the street.

Pick a Colour… 
Any Colour!

Pick a colour any colour
Any of our doors and windows 
can be matched to pretty much 
any colour.

Choose any of the hundreds 
of RAL colours or bring in a 
sample for us to create your 
custom coloured windows.

White Rosewood Golden Oak

Slab colours

White Black GreenBlue RosewoodRed Golden Oak

composition range    31

Soft Cream ChartwellButtercup Duck Egg LeadMandarin Ultra Marine Gun MetalAubergine



*Triple glazed option only. Comes with obscure backing glass. 
** Double glazed option only. Option of pinpoint obscure backing glass available please request at point of ordering. Please note all U values are calculated using Low E glass with a Warm edge Spacer. 

Due to the limitations of the printing process we cannot guarantee the exact colour of the product. All images are for illustration purposes only.

All Specifications are accurate at the time of going to print but may alter over time. The manufacturer cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.

Ferrymoor Way, Park Springs, Grimethorpe, Barnsley, S72 7BN

Tel: 01226 715619   info@sashuk.com

www.sashuk.com

The perfect door solution for any home

is a brand name of Sash UK Ltd.

Glass pictured: 
Caledonian Rose

JN10193


